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Abstract.

Searching and retrieving information from the Web poses
new issues that can be e ectively tackled by applying machine learning
techniques. In particular, the fast dynamics of the information available
on the Internet requires new approaches for indexing; the huge amount of
available data is hardly manageable by humans and, on the other hand,
can provide large sets of examples for learning algorithms; nally, there
is the need of new services like search tools optimized for a speci c Web
community or even for a single user. Thus, the main areas for the application of these methodologies are the classi cation of Web documents, the
modeling of users' behavior, the personalization of search engines, the
automatical extraction of information from Web pages, and the autoorganization of documents on the base of their contents. Many services
used to access information on the Web, like Web directories, crawlers,
search engines and recommender systems, can be improved by learning
from data. This survey reports the main contributions in the application
of learning-based techniques to Web searching.

1 Introduction
The dynamic content of the World Wide Web and its rapid size increase make
it hard to devise and manage generic-purpose searching tools. For example,
maintaining up-to-date the indices of search engines by exhaustive crawling
is rapidly becoming impossible, even employing massive crawlers and a large
bandwidth. In December 1997, it was estimated that the biggest search engine
(HotBot at that time) covered 34% of the Web. In February 1999, the same
experiment was repeated yielding that the search engine with the largest coverage (Northern Light ) was indexing only 16% of the Web contents [12]. Machine
learning techniques can be used to devise search services tailored to the needs
of a speci c Web community or even of a single user. These search tools focus
their exploration only on the small portion of the Web which contains the information relevant for a speci c topic. This approach o ers a potential solution
to face the fast dynamics of the Internet. Moreover, learning-based search tools
can feature a very high precision in retrieving information and can reduce the
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need for human e orts for many repetitive tasks (like organizing documents in
Web directories). Thus, these techniques can be pro tably used for designing
Web directories, crawlers, search engines and recommender systems.
This survey describes the current applications of machine learning to searching information on the Internet. In particular, in the next section the techniques
for automatic document classi cation are described. Then, in section 3 the selective gathering of documents from the Internet by a thematic traversal of the
Web graph is discussed. Section 4 shows some applications to document clustering. Finally, section 5 reviews some solutions for the problem of information
extraction from Web documents.

2 Document classi cation
In the last few years many e orts have been spent to develop personal assistants
that search the Web on behalf of an user. These intelligent agents are able to
learn the interests of a single user (or a community of individuals) and then
employ the user's pro le to search the Internet either by focus crawling, by
automatically querying search engines or by ltering Usernets. In order to
avoid the need for the user to write explicitly a set of rules which recognize
\hot" documents, machine learning has been widely employed for automatically
constructing Web document classi ers with reduced human interaction.
WebWatcher [1] is a recommender system which assists users in nding
the best path while sur ng the Web. It gives suggestions on the hyperlinks to
follow and receives positive feedback from the user when the goal of the search
is reached. Three di erent learning-based classi ers for link classi cation have
been tested inside the system: Winnow, Wordstat using statistics of single
words, TF-IDF representation of words together with a modi ed version of
the Rocchio distance (cosine correlation between keyword vectors). In a newer
version of the system, called Personal WebWatcher [17], the user provides a set
of \hot" documents which are examples of his/her interests. The Naive Bayes
and the k-Nearest Neighbor classi ers have been compared in building the
user's pro le and scoring the links. k-Nearest Neighbor classi cation provides
a slightly better performance both in accuracy and precision.
Even in the Syskill and Webert recommender system [3] a classi er learns
the user pro le starting from a set of \hot" and \cold" documents. An approach
based on a Naive Bayes classi er was selected after a comparison with other
six di erent learning algorithms [19]: k-Nearest Neighbor, ID3, Perceptron,
Neural Networks trained by Back-Propagation, PEBLS, and Rocchio. BackPropagation, Naive Bayes, and Rocchio perform slightly better than the other
algorithms on the average. Naive Bayes was used in the nal version of Syskill
and Webert for its high speed both in learning and prediction, and the easiness
to add prior knowledge which increases its accuracy. The recommender system
is able to crawl the Web from a starting seed searching target documents, to
query automatically a search engine using the most discriminative words in
the user's pro le, to lter the search engine results, and to keep track of Web
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changes monitoring a set of interesting pages and classifying the di erences
between the current and the earlier version of the page. Feature selection is
performed using word cross-entropy computed on the list of \hot" and \cold"
pages.
An agent, which searches the Web and selects the best pages to present
to the user is presented in [2]. After receiving feedback from the user about
the relevance of the recommended pages, the system re nes the classi er and
updates the search. A set of weights, associated to vocabulary words, are used
to classify the documents. Relevance feedback is used to update the weights
according to the user interaction.
Traditional search engines rank the results using prede ned criteria that do
not take into account users' needs. In [5] an automatic procedure to optimize
the ranking criteria of a search engine by analyzing users feedback is proposed.
The parameters of the classi er are learned using the modi ed downhill simplex
variant of simulated annealing.
WebCobra is a collaborative ltering system [9] for recommending documents among users with similar interests. Machine learning allows the system
to dynamically re ne the boundaries of the communities, taking into account
changes in the users' interests. WebCobra creates an user pro le according to
the relevant documents. The system generates accurate user pro les by employing a Natural Language Processing technique, based on the HT-summarization
paradigm. Users' pro les are grouped by a clustering module based on the
AutoClass classi er.
The WAWA system [22] can be either used as a recommender system, crawling the Web from a set of user-provided seeds, or as a focused crawler able to
construct vertical portals. The characteristics of the interesting documents are
described by the users with a speci c language. The system stores the user
pro le in a Neural Network and then re nes the knowledge learning from examples. While crawling the Web, the Neural Network is used to score pages
and links.
Amalthea [18] learns the users' interests by analyzing a list of example
documents. Interesting Web pages are collected by automatically querying
search engines, by ltering information environments and by monitoring a xed
set of URLs supposed to contain \hot" information. The system is composed
by two sets of ltering and discovery agents. The ltering agent models the
user's interests, adapting itself if the user's interests evolve over time. The
discovery agent optimizes the search of the relevant information by adapting the
management of the information sources. Agents are described by an evolvable
genotype and a phenotype that is xed. The genotype of a generic ltering
agent contains the weighted keyword vector representing the model of the user's
interest for that agent. The genotype of a discovery agent collects the URL of
the search engine to query, the number of keywords to use, etc. Agents evolve
in an arti cial ecosystem, that implements a reward/penalty strategy based on
the user's feedback. Only agents that obtain a high \credit" are allowed to
reproduce.
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The TAPER system, proposed by the IBM research labs, automatically
classi es Web pages into hierarchical topic taxonomies [21]. Classi cation is
performed using a set of Naive Bayes classi ers. In order to increase the performance, the document representation includes terms which encode the connectivity among documents (terms representing documents linked by or linking
the current document).
In [24] an implementation of mobile software agents for document retrieval
and classi cation is proposed. Three di erent trainable classi ers are compared: a simple classi er based on TF-IDF feature representation and cosine
correlation, a Naive Bayes Classi er and a DistAI Neural Network classi er.
The cosine distance and the Neural Network classi er outperform the Naive
Bayes classi er on almost all the datasets.

3 Focus Crawling
A generic crawler discovers new documents starting from a set of pages, called
seeds, and then recursively following the hyperlinks contained in the collected
pages. Since the goal of the crawler is to cover the largest possible portion of the
Web, no crawling strategy is applied. A unfocused crawler is time and resource
demanding: even the crawlers used by popular search engines require many
weeks to perform a complete Web spidering. On the other hand, a focused
crawler eÆciently seeks documents about a speci c topic and guides its search
using both the content and link structure of the Web [6]. The crawling strategy
requires a module which associates a score with each link found in a Web
page. Then, the links are inserted into a priority queue. A best{ rst search
is performed by popping the next URL to retrieve from the head of the queue
[7]. The rules which de ne the spidering policy depend on the particular topic.
When a new topic is selected, a new set of rules must be designed from scratch.
Machine learning has been widely employed in automatically recon guring the
crawling strategy with a reduced human interaction.
In [16] a population of agents perform crawling through the Web. Genetic
recombination is applied between agents when they reproduce. A Neural Network encoding the user's interests is used by each agent to select the most
promising links. Users can provide a feedback which is used to adapt the parameters.
The simplest focused crawlers use a partial modeling of the paths leading
to interesting documents. The policy is based on the evaluation of the current
page for topic relevance and each link contained in the page is assigned the
same score [6]. A major problem which a ects this strategy is that successful
paths may include o -topic documents. Basically a reliable strategy should
model paths rather than the single pages.
In [13] reinforcement learning was used to train a crawler on example Web
sites containing target documents. Reinforcement learning allows to model how
a target page can be reached and not just how it looks like. Thus the crawling
strategy is optimized regarding future reward which can be found many steps
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after the current page. Paths of many steps (many clicks on the hyperlinks)
leading to interesting pages can be modeled in order to discover interesting
information. This crawling strategy has been used to create a collection of
more then 50; 000 Computer Science papers.
In [10] the focus crawler employs a compact context representation called
a Context Graph to model the paths leading to target pages. The context
is recursively constructed by back crawling the Web from the set of relevant
documents. The context graphs are used to construct a pool of Naive Bayes
classi ers trained to assign documents to the di erent categories based on the
expected link distance from a target document. The classi ers are used to
predict the number of steps to reach a target page from the current document.
The crawling policy assigns higher priority to links which are likely to lead to
a relevant page in the least number of \clicks".

4 Document clustering
Yahoo or Open Directory are huge Web directories (more then 700,000 nodes)
storing Web pages into a topic hierarchy. Leaves of the tree are web documents, whereas intermediate nodes represent a speci c topic. Generic topics
are associated to nodes at the upper levels of the tree, whereas more speci c
topics are stored into lower levels. When a user searches in a Web directory,
he/she descends a path from the root of the tree, till he/she nds the target
documents. Web directories are usually constructed by large teams of human
experts. Since human categorization is quite reliable, Web directories respond
to users' queries with very good precision. Unfortunately the construction and
update process is time consuming and such hierarchies can not follow the fast
dynamics of the Web. Thus, Web hierarchies cannot include recent pages.
Moreover human construction of huge hierarchies can lead to incongruence in
the topic tree reducing the information recall.
Machine learning can be either used to automatically ll an already build
Web directory with data, or even to construct the hierarchy structure. In
the rst case the hierarchy is constructed by human experts, who also provide few examples for each class. Then learning-based document classi cation techniques are used to associate more documents to each node [14]. In
the other case, the hierarchy is both constructed and lled using unsupervised
learning techniques. Documents can be incrementally added by automatic classi cation. Unsupervised learning techniques can recursively create document
clusters, starting from a collection of unlabeled data. Hence, automatically
generated Web directories can manage a much larger amount of data, resulting
in document repositories which are more complete and extensive. Moreover,
they can rapidly include new pages following the fast dynamics of the Web.
WEBSOMs [11] extend SOM networks, commonly used to cluster data in
pattern recognition, to deal with large collections of text data. Some simpli cations and optimizations are proposed in order to make the problem feasible,
even if both the document collection and the feature space are large.
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In [4] the ARHP (Association Rule Hypergraph Partitioning) clustering
technique, used in data mining, is applied to clustering Web documents. The
technique is compared to other algorithms: PDDP (Principal Direction Divisive
Partitioning), HAC (Hierarchical Agglomeration Clustering) and AutoClass.

5 Information Extraction
Machine learning has been proposed to automatically extract information from
HTML documents. Automatic extraction of information can be either used to
construct domain-speci c databases, accessible by search engines, or to create
intelligent agents that seek speci c information on behalf of users.
WebKB [8] is used to automatically create a knowledge base from Web
documents. The system learns to extract information from a training dataset
of labeled regions of hypertext. Web pages are classi ed using a modi ed
Naive Bayes classi er. Ontologies are constructed using a modi cation of FOIL
algorithm.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are employed in the Cora system to extract
information about publications from references in scienti c papers [15]. A
training set of references has been manually tagged into 13 semantic classes
(title, author, journal, pages, publisher, etc.). Emission parameters for the 13
classes are estimated from a large corpus of BibTeX data, downloaded from
the Web. The best model correctly labels 92.9% words on 200 test references.
WebFoot [23] parses Web pages into coherent segments to feed CRISTAL, a
Natural Language Processing system that is able to extract knowledge from free
text. A set of manually annotated text examples is used to train the classi er.
In [20] a system that learns to extract information from e-commerce Web
pages is described. After the learning phase, the system can visit on-line vendors stores, extract information about available goods, and report results to the
user. The system is composed by two agents, SoftBot and ILA. SoftBot learns
to discover information by iteratively lling HTML forms until the needed information is found. ILA learns to parse the output of an information source.
For example, querying the white pages Web site, the system learns that the
response pages contain information on individuals and in particular on people
names, e-mail addresses and telephone numbers. ILA queries the information
source with known objects and searches a correspondence between its internal
models and the returned text.
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